The Mission of BMT
Mission
Our mission focuses on training you to become a highly respected Airman in the world's
greatest Air Force. The mission of Basic Military Training is to transform civilian recruits
into disciplined, dedicated, physically fit warriors ready to serve in the United States Air
Force.
Leaders
737 TRG Commander
The group commander commands the United States Air Forces' only basic military
training group and is responsible for the health, welfare, professional development,
performance, and leadership of all military training instructors and basic trainees. The
commander oversees the programs and processes that are critical to your transition into
military life and ensures you have the best instruction, resources and supervision
available.
737 TRG Deputy Commander
The deputy commander is second in command and assists the group commander to
ensure no detail of your training process is missed.
737 TRG Superintendent
The superintendent is responsible for managing and directing the training of all recruits.
The superintendent advises the group commander on all enlisted and training issues and
serves as the vital link between senior leadership and enlisted ranks.
BMT Squadrons
Training 35,000 new recruits each year is an enormous task. Nine squadrons accomplish
this mission. Seven of these are training squadrons that train Regular, Air National Guard
and Air Force Reserve recruits in the fundamentals of being an Airman. This includes
military discipline, drill and ceremonies, Air Force core values, physical fitness and a
comprehensive range of subjects relating to Air Force life. Two squadrons support the
basic training mission by providing personnel records management, job classification and
discharge actions, resource management support, academic instruction and field training.
320 TRS-'A Cut Above'
321 TRS-'Lead, Follow, or Get Out of the Way'
322 TRS-'Second to None'
323 TRS-'Strike First, Strike Fast, Strike Hard'
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324 TRS-'Accept the Challenge'
326 TRS-'Accuro Futurus' (To Prepare the Future)
331 TRS-'Wolf Pack'
319 TRS-'One of a Kind'
737 TRSS-'One Team, One Mission'
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